Genesis
in colour

BISON

Genesis is all about taking something great… and
making it even better. And our range of stunning colours
and beautiful woodgrain foiled finishes do just that.

LIFE

As there’s nothing standard about our window, there’s
also nothing standard about our colours and finishes
either. You’ll notice that the colours in our palette have
been carefully selected to replicate the colours that were
traditionally used to paint sliding sash windows.
You can even choose different colours on the
outside and inside to complement your interior décor.
Unlike paint, our foiled finishes are highly durable
and won’t peel, fade or crack over time, so your
windows will look as stunning in years to come as they
do the day they’re installed.

Light oak

Rosewood

Cream foil

White foil

Chartwell
green

Irish oak

The re-birth of the
sliding sash window

PVCu / Windows / Doors / Conservatories
Full range of woodgrain and heritage
finishes available.

T 01226 715250 | F 01226 707947 | sales@bisonframes.co.uk | www.bisonframes.co.uk

Genesis Vertical Sliding windows

Genesis VS
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Product features at a glance
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Genesis is a revolutionary PVC-U
sliding sash window designed to
recreate the timeless elegance
of timber.
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Bison Life
The Genesis VS from Bison is a unique
window that really does hit the spot when
it comes to traditional appearance.
The unique joint design to both sash and
outer frame replicates a traditionallymade timber window for a truly authentic
appearance, setting your windows apart
from the rest. Combined with period
hardware and a complete range of
heritage finishes, the Genesis VS pushes
the boundaries of modern PVC-U sliding
sash windows. Performance, style and
elegance are all at the forefront with this
period-feel window.

Traditional

Modern technology
meets traditional craftsmanship
Perfect for period properties or contemporary
buildings, Genesis combines traditional styling with
modern technology for the ultimate in performance.
When we think of classic sliding sash windows we
often think of wood. But while new wooden windows
can look stunning, after several months they’ll need
expensive, time-consuming maintenance to keep
them looking as good. Add to that the initial high
cost of timber and there’s only one solution…
Less costly than timber, Genesis retains all the period
charm of its timber ancestor but with all the benefits
that a modern window has to offer. So, why would
you choose wood when you can have Genesis?

Genesis recreates the beautiful styling of
a traditional timber sliding sash window
like no other. With its authentically
jointed frame and sash it replicates the
windows of yesteryear that are found in
period cottages and older properties.
In days-gone-by, the only option was
timber. With the advent of Genesis, the
modern vertical slider draws strongly
on its traditional roots and puts all of
its competitors in the shade. Modern
PVC-U and glazing technologies offer the
ultimate in comfort whilst still retaining
period style.
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Modern

With its elegant styling and precision design, the Genesis vertical
sliding sash will enhance any modern home as well as a traditional
property. Designed for modern living, Genesis combines cuttingedge technology with the traditional character of a box sash window.
Precision-engineered for smooth, simple operation, Genesis effortlessly
complements your modern lifestyle.
Authentically jointed frame and sash, lending a traditional feel to
modern window technology

Low maintenance PVC-U profile with traditional styling.
Traditional sash and frame jointing system to replicate
timber construction.
High-quality spiral balances ensuring smooth operation
every time.
Tilt-open facility for ease of cleaning.
Quick-release balances and stays to aid transport,
installation and maintenance
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Run-through sash horns for period charm
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Deep bottom rail as standard
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Optional Georgian – Astragal bar available
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Choice of cill sizes
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Up to WER ‘A’ rating yet still retaining time-honoured grandeur and
appearance
Complete range of authentic woodgrain and heritage coloured foil
options

We also offer bays and bows on a single cill, precoupled and with traditional appearance bay posts.

Matching Georgian/Astragal bar to enhance the traditional styling
Deep bottom sash rail as standard for true authenticity
No glass bonding required with the unique milled sash design
Can be made flat-pack, if required, for ease of transport
Whether you are retaining the elegance of an older property or injecting
a period feel into a new-build, the Genesis VS seamlessly combines an
authentic ‘hand-crafted’ appearance with all the comforts of a state of
the art window giving you the best of both worlds.
Systems designed to achieve a Window Energy
Rating of Band A
Fully committed to ISO 14001 standards covering
all environmental issues
Frames can be customised to meet the highest
security standards
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